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HPCR 5301 – Introduction to Counseling and Ethical Development
- Textbook: Counseling Today: Foundations of Professional Identity
- Author(s): Granello, D. H. and Young, M.E.
- Publisher: Pearson
- ISBN: 9780134816425

HPCR 5302 – Counseling Theories
- Textbook 1: Theories of Counseling and Psychotherapy: Systems, Skills & Strategies
  - Author(s): Seligman, L. & Reichenberg, L.
  - Publisher: Pearson College Division
  - ISBN: 9780132851701

- Textbook 2: Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association
  - Author(s): American Psychological Association
  - Publisher: American Psychological Association
  - ISBN: 9781433832154

HPCR 5303 – Human Growth and Development
  - Author(s): Broderick, P. C., & Blewitt, P.
  - Publisher: Pearson College Division
  - ISBN: 9780135227763

HPCR 5304 – Career Counseling
- Textbook 1: Career Counseling: A Holistic Approach
  - Author(s): Zunker, V.
  - Publisher: Brooks/Cole
  - ISBN: 9781305087286

- Textbook 2: Applying Career Development Theory to Counseling
  - Author(s): Sharf, R. S.
  - Publisher: Brooks/Cole
* ISBN: 9781285075440

**HPCR 5305 – Psychopathology and Diagnosis**
* Textbook 1: DSM-5 Made Easy: The Clinician’s Guide to Diagnosis
  * Author(s): Morrison, J.
  * Publisher: Guilford Press
  * ISBN: 9781462514427

* Textbook 2: Diagnosis Made Easier: Principles and Techniques for Mental Health Clinicians
  * Author(s): Morrison, J.
  * Publisher: Guilford Press
  * ISBN: 9781462529841

* Textbook 3: Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
  * Author(s): American Psychiatric Association
  * Publisher: American Psychiatric Association
  * ISBN: 0110743488109
  * Digital or etextbook

**HPCR 5306 – Treatment Planning and Case Management**
* Textbook 1: Selecting Effective Treatments: A Comprehensive Systematic Guide to Treating Mental Disorders
  * Author(s): Reichenberg, L. & Seligman, L.
  * Publisher: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
  * ISBN: 9781118791356

* Textbook 2: Fundamentals of Case Management Practice: Skills for the Human Services
  * Author(s): Summers, N.
  * Publisher: Brooks/Cole
  * ISBN: 9781305094765

**HPCR 5307 – Multicultural Counseling**
* Textbook: Counseling the Culturally Diverse: Theory & Practice
  * Author(s): Sue, D.W. & Sue, D.
  * Publisher: Wiley Publishers
  * ISBN: 9781119084334

**HPCR 5308 – Research and Statistics**
* Textbook: Counseling research: A practitioner-scholar approach.
Author(s): Balkin, R. S. & Kleist, D. M.
Publisher: American Counseling Association
ISBN: 978-1556203572

**HPCR 5309 – Group Counseling**
- Textbook: Group Counseling: Strategies and Skills
- Publisher: Brooks/Cole
- ISBN: 9781305087309

**HPCR 5311 – Addictions**
- Textbook: Concepts of Chemical Dependency
- Author(s): Doweiko, H.E.
- Publisher: Cengage Learning, Inc.
- ISBN10: 1337563455

**HPCR 5312 – Assessment**
- Textbook: Assessment in Counseling: Procedures and Practices
  Author(s): Hays, D.
- Publisher: American Counseling Association
- ISBN: 9781556203688

**HPCR 5313 – Micro Counseling**
- Textbook: Intentional Interviewing and Counseling: Facilitating Client Development in a Multicultural Society
- Author(s): Ivey, A. E., Ivey, M. B., & Zalaquett, C. P.
- Publisher: Cengage Learning

**HPCR 5314 – Practicum**
- Textbook 1: Internship, Practicum, and Field Placement Handbook.
- Author(s): Baird, B. N.
- Publisher: Routledge
- ISBN: 9781138451728

**HPCR 5331 – Medical Aspects of Disabilities**
- Textbook 1: Medical and Psychosocial Aspects of Chronic Illness and Disability.
- Author(s): Donna Falvo & Beverely E. Holland
- Publisher: Burlington, MA: Jones & Barlett Learning
HPCR 5332 – Psychosocial Aspects of Disabilities

- Textbook 1: Family Therapy: Concepts and Method
  - Author(s): Michael P. Nichols
  - Publisher: Pearson
  - ISBN 9780133826609

- Textbook 2: The Psychological and Social Impact of Illness & Disability
  - Author(s): Irno Marini & Mark Stebnicki
  - Publisher: Springer Publishing
  - ISBN 9780826161611